Passive voice conversations

1 A lovely perfume! Where ___________?  ___________ France

2 Excuse me, ________________?  Yes, sir. It ________________.

3 Wonderful vegetables! Were they ________________?  Yes. It took a lot of hard work.

4 Is this ______________ already? We wanted to buy it! Oh so sorry. This house ______________ yesterday!

5 My boyfriend! Oh no! What ________________ him? ________________ that your boyfriend is cheating on you.

6 Hey Ethan, where did you say that good Japanese restaurant ________________?  Zoe, ________________ right next to the port.

7 Quick quiz! Who ________________ the Tesla ________________?  Too easy! The Tesla ________________ Elon Musk.

8 Hmmm…so crowded. Who ________________ this picture ________________?  The Mona Lisa ________________ Leonardo da Vinci ________________.

9 Final Exam question…When ________________ the Colosseum ________________?  I know that! I believe it ________________ AD.


Look at the verbs. What is Verb 3 for each one? Which picture might they match? Listen and complete the conversations.

Verbs
build   import   grow   connect   tell
invent   make   sell   locate   create

Answer the questions using your own ideas.

1. How are you connected to your friends? .................................................................

2. Where was your smart phone made? .................................................................

3. Where is your favorite restaurant? Where is it located? ............................................

4. Choose a favorite item of clothing (or accessory). Who was it made by? .................................................................

5. Think of a favorite fruit/vegetable. Where is it grown? .................................................................

eslflow.com
1 A lovely perfume! Where’s it made?
   It says on the label it's made in France.

2 Excuse me, Is this an imported wine?
   Yes, sir. It was imported from Italy.

3 Wonderful vegetables! Were they grown by you?
   Yes. It took a lot of hard work.

4 Is this house sold already? We wanted to buy it!
   Oh so sorry. Yes. This house was sold yesterday!

5 My boyfriend! Oh no! What were you told about him?
   We were told that your boyfriend has a new girlfriend.

6 Hey Ethan, where did you say that good Japanese restaurant is located?
   Zoe, it’s located right next to the port.

7 Quick quiz! Who was the Tesla invented by?
   The Tesla was invented by Elon Musk.

8 Hmmm...so crowded. Who was this picture created by?
   The Mona Lisa was created by Leonardo da Vinci in 1503.

9 Final Exam question...When was the Colosseum built?
   I know that! I believe it was built in 70 AD

10 Aiden, I am connected to my friends by Facebook. How about you?
   Actually.. I am connected to many people by WhatsApp.

Listening
1I
2G
3D
4A
5H
6J
7B
8C
9E
10F